
2008 in Review
2008 was a remarkable year for Markbass! In addition to 
developing our lineup of new products, moving factories and 
growing the Markworld, we involved ourselves in many events 
and festivals around the world, including the ProgPower USA IX 
metal festival in Atlanta, UK Bass Day in Manchester, Euro Bass 
Day in Viersen (Germany), Poland Bass Day in Warsaw, Acoustic 
Guitar International Meeting in Sarzana (Italy), Bass Player Live in 
Los Angeles, and the Ernie Ball Battle of the Bands which toured 
North America with the Warped Tour and worldwide with the Taste 
of Chaos tour.

Awards
We were pleased and honored to receive many new awards in 
2008, including the Best Bass Head and All-Around Best New 
Product awards (both for the Little Mark II) from the readers of 
Bass Player Magazine. Earlier in the year, Bass Player selected the 
Classic 300 and Classic 108 for their Editors’ Award. ISP Music 
magazine in Spain gave the F1 its “Recommended Price” award 
and also chose it along with the Classic 300 and Classic 108 for its 
“Selected Product” prize. MacsimumNews visited Markbass at the 
NAMM show and chose the Micromark for its “Best of Show” award. 
At the same event, Bass Gear magazine recognized Markbass with 
its “Outstanding New Amplifier Product Introductions Award.”

100% Made in Italy
The only way to maintain and grow the worldwide success of 
Markbass is to keep manufacturing our products in Italy, where we 
have full control over the entire process, from the quality of our 
materials to our rigorous testing procedures. We stand firm on this, 
despite the fact that so many other companies have moved their 
production to Asia, seduced by the short-term economic benefits of 
lower production costs.

Manufacturing in Italy not only keeps us on top of our quality control, 
it also allows us to continuously—and quickly—innovate and refine 
our products.
We couldn’t work this way with an offshore factory, because we’d be 
locked into inflexible long-term production schedules. Our products 
cannot afford this type of inflexibility! We’re a company with vision, 
passion, and an irrepressible drive to innovate. Our choices must 
be dynamic, and must continue to support our rapid growth into the 
future.
We also endeavour to be socially responsible, and consider factors 
such as human rights and the environment in our decisions. The 
high value that we place on our human resources has always been 
a hallmark of our thinking and our lifestyle.
In September of 2008 we moved our manufacturing and 
administrative offices into a new factory, not far from our previous 
location in San Giovanni Teatino, Italy. It’s a larger facility with a great 
working environment, equipped with state-of-the-art technology and 
designed to maximize production efficiency and quality control. All 
of our products are born into a very happy home!

Now almost 10 years into the 21st century, the world is a rapidly changing place. Although many of 
the changes are troubling, we are also faced with incredible opportunity. In our continuing mission to 
innovate and respond to the needs and desires of musicians around the world, I’m finding that there’s a 
lot to be done. 

In this Markbass Magazine, you will notice that the Markworld is growing. The success of the Markbass 
line has inspired us to move into many new directions. The Markaudio brand builds on the technology 
we’ve developed for true-sounding, lightweight speaker cabinets and amplifiers, and is blossoming into 
an exciting full line of powered PA cabinets, line array systems, and a state-of-the-art stereo EQ.

Markacoustic is now reborn in a larger line of products for acoustic musicians that respond to the user 
feedback we received on our popular AC 101 and AC 601 combos. 
Inspired by my friendship and collaboration with the late, great Hiram Bullock, I am pleased to introduce 
some very special guitar amplification products under the Markguitar brand, including a signature head 
for Hiram that I developed with him and is now being released in his honor and memory.

Last but certainly not least, Markbass is introducing a major innovation, not only to bass amp technology, but to the whole concept 
of buying a bass amp: the MoMark. This exciting modular amp system gives the customer complete control over what their amp 
should be. We’re also evolving the Little Mark legacy with several new versions, and introducing other heads, a recording plugin, 
effect pedals and more!

Now more than ever, musicians need to get as much value from their gear as possible. This doesn’t mean that they want the 
cheapest products available; they need affordable products that sound incredible, are practical and portable, and will perform 
reliably without fail. They also want responsive, friendly service and support. This is what value means to us; and this is what we 
commit to our customers.

We invite you to connect with the Markworld in 2009!
And as always, enjoy the music.
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Canadian bassist Alain Caron’s musical career began early at the age of 11. While studying 
at the Berklee College of Music, he performed nightly with such artists as Tom Harrell, 
Sal Nestico, Frank Tiberi and Bob Moses. In the early 80s, Caron formed the Quebecois 
fusion supergroup UZEB with guitarist Michel Cusson and drummer Paul Brochu. They 
released 10 albums and sold over 400,000. DownBeat magazine called them one of the 
best electric jazz bands of the decade. Caron quickly developed an international reputation 
as a virtuoso of the 6-string bass guitar. He taught master classes in most of the world’s 
major cities, and the readers of Bass Player magazine voted him to the #4 spot in a 1996 
poll of top bassists. Since 1992, Caron has produced seven solo albums, and appeared on 
many other releases. His most recent CDs are a collection of duets called “Converstaions,” 
and a new compilation entitled “The Jazz/Rock Cuts.” Caron has toured worldwide with 
Mike Stern, Billy Cobham, Frank Gambale, Biréli Lagrène, Didier Lockwood, Alex Acuna 
and Gino Vanelli.

“It’s amazing that you can get such a powerful, warm, clear and defi ned sound, with 
full-range frequency response, out of a very lightweight amp and speaker cabinet.” 
Caron enthuses. “And the most important thing is: I hear the real sound of my bass. 
It seems that Markbass has not only listened carefully to their amps, but they have 
also listened to bass players!” 

Hailed by many as the world’s leading solo bassist, Michael Manring has been pushing 
back the boundaries of the bass guitar for over two decades. Building on the conceptions 
of his teacher, Jaco Pastorius, Michael developed a new approach to the instrument that 
includes unorthodox tunings, techniques and methodologies. 
He honed his skills on hundreds of recordings and thousands of concerts, working 
both as a solo artist and as a sideman with a surprisingly diverse range of musicians 
including Henry Kaiser, John Gorka, Tim Alexander (Primus), Alex Skolnick (Testament) 
and Thomas Dolby. Michael’s long-term collaboration with the late acoustic guitar genius 
Michael Hedges led to a lengthy stint as house bassist for Windham Hill Records. His four 
solo records with them earned him an international reputation as “a master of the fretless 
bass without rival” (Guitar Club Magazine, Italy). He has garnered two gold records, 
Grammy nominations and many awards including the Bass Player Magazine Reader’s 
Poll award for Bassist of the Year in 1994. In his solo concerts, Michael continues to 
forge new ground, weaving his musical infl uences into a tapestry rich with expression, 
virtuosity, humor and meaning. His newest release Soliloquy, performed solo without 
overdubs, is the best recorded example yet of that depth and diversity. 

Michael says: “Markbass amps offer a unique combination of clarity and warmth 
that makes them an absolute joy to play through.”

When it comes to reggae bass playing, no one comes close to having the infl uence of 
Robbie Shakespeare. As one half of the Riddim Twins, a duo that he shares with drummer 
Sly Dunbar, Shakespeare has recorded and produced albums for reggae artists including 
Bob Marley, Peter Tosh, Burning Spear, Dennis Brown, Jimmy Cliff, Sean Paul, Shaggy, 
Yellowman and Black Uhuru. He and Dunbar have also supplied their rhythmic and studio 
expertise to such pop and rock stars as Mick Jagger, Bob Dylan, Joe Cocker, Cyndi Lauper, 
Grace Jones, Paul McCartney, Madonna and Britney Spears, to name but a few. With their 
own albums, they set the standard for scaled-down, bass and drum dubbing. 
Shakespeare fi rst collaborated with Dunbar as members of Channel One Studio house 
band, the Revolutionaries. Deciding to try their luck as a duo, in 1974 they formed an 
independent production company and record label, Taxi Records. Their fi rst production, 
“Soon Forward” by Gregory Isaacs, was a major hit and kick-started their legendary 
career.

“When I fi rst tried Markbass I was amazed,” says Robbie. “The weight and the 
sound... Damn... I was so amazed, so blown away. Robbie Basspeare playin’ a 
Robbie bass using a Markbass amp equals DEATH! The wickedest sound you can 
ever get from a bass.”

The bassist for metal band Adagio, Franck Hermanny, is an up-and-coming bass virtuoso 
from France with distinctive technique and a unique approach to the instrument.
He has developed “sweeping” on the bass guitar, alternate thumb picking and what 
he calls “slap phrasing.” Franck was born in Nimes, France, and began classical violin 
studies at the age of 6. At the age of 16 his father bought him his fi rst bass, and Franck 
soon discovered heavy metal and fusion music.
He enrolled at the IMFP music school to learn the basics of jazz and Latin music. 
Working professionally by age 20, Franck played in cover bands, a philharmonic 
orchestra, and a three-bass jazz fusion band, before joining French guitarist Cyril 
Achard’s group in 1999, leading to appearances with Tony McAlpine, Frank Gambale 
and Didier Lockwood. Franck joined Adagio in 2001.
His fi rst instructional DVD, “Bass Licks,” includes Adagio music, fusion material, and 
demonstrations of Franck’s sweeping and thumb techniques.

About his favorite amp, Franck says: “It’s amazingly light and uses revolutionary 
microprocessor technology, but most important, the Markbass Classic Series 
delivers incredible power and clarity and really allows me to play my bass with MY 
sound! It lets my instrument sound the way it’s supposed to!”

Tom Kennedy has been recognized as one of the top acoustic and electric bassists on the 
jazz and contemporary music scenes for over 25 years. He began playing acoustic bass 
at the age of 9, and quickly became a fi rst-call jazz player in his hometown of St. Louis, 
Missouri. By his 18th birthday he had performed with such greats as Dizzy Gillespie, Sonny 
Stitt, Stan Kenton, Barney Kessel and Freddie Hubbard. Tom discovered electric bass at 
age 17. In 1984, Tom relocated to New York City and joined the legendary jazz/fusion band 
Steps Ahead. He built up a huge resume with such names as Bill Connors, Steve Kahn, 
Randy Brecker, Benny Green, Al DiMeola, Michael Brecker, Mike Stern, Lee Ritenour, 
David Sanborn, Steve Lukather, Steve Gadd, Vinnie Colaiuta and Bobby McFerrin. In 
2000, Tom joined the Dave Weckl Band, and has performed on all of their recordings. Tom 
has released two solo CDs: “Basses Loaded” (1997), and “Bassics” (2004). 

“I have performed with many amplifi ers through the years, and really feel that 
I’ve fi nally found ‘my sound’ in Markbass,” says Tom. “These systems produce a 
wonderfully warm bottom, incredibly articulate highs, and equally punchy and full 
midrange. Every nuance of my sound and style is so clearly expressed, allowing an 
amazing ‘comfort zone’ in any musical situation. I couldn’t be happier!”
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ALAIN CARON
The Jazz Rock Cuts

A best-of collection of his 
hardest-hitting fusion cuts 
from “Rhythm And Jazz,” 
“Play,” “Le band,” “Call Me 
Al,” “5” and “Live at the 
Cabaret De Montreal.” 

DAVE MAROTTA
Trading 8s

(Carl Verheyen Band)
Marotta co-produced this 
CD, which sees Carl paired 
up with guest guitarists 
Joe Bonamassa, Steve 
Morse, Robben Ford, Scott 
Henderson, Albert Lee and 
Rick Vito. All bass tracks 
were recorded with a 
miked Markbass CMD121 
combo!

HADRIEN FERAUD
Hadrien Feraud

Hadrien’s critically 
acclaimed debut solo CD, 
with appearances by John 
McLaughlin, Bireli Lagrene, 
Jean-Marie Ecay and other 
top French players, as well 
as fellow Markbass artists 
Dominique Dipiazza and 
Linley Marthe.

MAURIZIO ROLLI
Rolli’s Tones

Hard rock classics from 
Rush, Ozzy Osbourne, 
Aerosmith etc., arranged 
for a 21-piece big band. 
Featuring Peter Erskine, 
Mike Stern, Hiram Bullock 
and more. It is one of the 
last recordings of the late 
Hiram Bullock, and the CD 
is dedicated to him.

ALAIN PÉREZ
En El Aire

According to jazzreview.
com, Alain’s debut as a 
leader is “a tightly woven 
tapestry of music and 
emotion played by a young 
man with a clear vision and 
a deep respect and love 
for the Cuban tradition… a 
stand out recording.”

DOMINIQUE
DI PIAZZA
Princess Sita

Long-awaited solo debut 
CD featuring Manu Roche 
(drums) and Nelson Veras 
(guitar). Bass Player 
magazine calls it “A big 
bass record, which will 
likely be referenced for 
years to come.”

JEFF BERLIN
Aneurythms

“Berlin melds his überchops 
into the context of some 
fi nely crafted, moving and 
meaningful music on this 
winning collection,” says 
Jazz Times. Jeff’s sixth solo 
release features Otmaro 
Ruiz, Gannin Arnold and 
Markbass artist Richard 
Drexler.

MICHAEL MANRING
Soliloquy

Fourteen original 
compositions for solo bass 
guitar, recorded without 
overdubs. Bass Player 
magazine says that this 
record “reestablishes 
Manring as the leading light 
among explorers of the 
bass guitar’s capabilities.”

RICH BROWN
Locutions 

(rinsethealgorithm)
Bass Player magazine 
calls Brown’s debut as a 
leader “a stunningly deep 
set of cutting-edge jazz” 
and a “must-buy.”

CHRIS TARRY
Almost Certainly 

Dreaming
Winner of the 2008 Juno 
(Canadian Grammy) 
for Best Contemporary 
Jazz Album. DownBeat 
magazine says “Almost 
Certainly Dreaming fi nds 
bassist Chris Tarry’s quintet 
in electrifyingly tight form!”

ROBBIE 
SHAKESPEARE

Movin’ On
(Bitty McLean)

Smash reggae hit from 
UK’s Bitty McLean features 
“The Real Thing/All That I 
Have” and a cover of Stevie 
Wonder’s “Lately,” recorded 
over Sly & Robbie’s “Taxi” 
riddim.

FASO
Studentessi

(Elio e le Storie Tese)
The Elio e le Storie Tese 
returns after a 5 year 
gap, releasing their fi rst 
completely self-produced 
studio album. True to form, 
the band’s songs combine 
coarse humor with 
eclectic and impressive 
musicianship.

JOHN BENTLEY
Five Live
(Squeeze)

A live performance CD 
recorded during the band’s 
US tour of summer, 2007.

PAOLO COSTA
Primavera in Anticipo 

(Laura Pausini)
Paolo appears on three 
tracks of the latest CD by 
multiple Grammy award 
winning artist Laura 
Pausini.

DAVE BRONZE
Live in Concert

(Andy Fairweather Low)
Live DVD from a recent 
UK tour, including songs 
from Low’s recent “Sweet 
Soulful Music” album, his 
top hits, and a selection of 
classic gospel, blues and 
folk tunes.

TOM KENNEDY
New Morning: The Paris 

Concert DVD
(Mike Stern)

The Mike Stern Group 
captured live in France, with 
Dave Weckl on drums and 
Bob Franceschini on sax.

FRANCK 
HERMANNY

Archangels in Black 
(Adagio)

The third album from 
French metal band Adagio 
is, according to the band, 
“the ultimate balance 
between melodic and 
extreme metal.”

LORENZO FELICIATI
Dentro il gusto 

(Marco Giocoli Trio)
An acoustic jazz album led 
by guitarist Marco Giocoli, 
with Feliciati on double bass 
and Lucrezio de Seta on 
drums. Guests are Fabrizio 
Mandolini on soprano sax 
and Tom Harrell on trumpet 
and fl ugelhorn.

RED CANZIAN
Beat ReGeneration 

(Pooh)
Pooh’s tribute to some 
of their infl uences, in a 
collection of twelve classic 
cover songs, re-arranged 
and updated for the next 
generation.

BOB DAISLEY
Danger: White Men 

Dancing (The Hoochie 
Coochie Men)

This blues-fl avoured 
offering features Jon Lord 
on keyboards as well as 
Jimmy Barnes, Ian Gillan, 
Jeff Duff, Tim Gaze and 
Rob Grosser.

PIPPO MATINO
Third

Pippo’s third solo album 
features Rosario Giuliani, 
Paco Sery, Julian 
Oliver Mazzariello, Amit 
Chatterjee and Flavio 
Boltro.
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MoMark Testing Tower
The MoMark Testing Tower allows you to quickly and easily compare all the available power and module 
options and hear the differences for yourself. Not only is it an educational process, which allows you to hear 
the difference between a tube preamp and a solid state preamp, for example, but it’s also likely to be the 
most fun you will ever have choosing an amp! You will fi nd the MoMark Testing Tower at selected Markbass 
Yellow Point Dealers worldwide.

MoMark Testing Tower
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the difference between a tube preamp and a solid state preamp, for example, but it’s also likely to be the 
most fun you will ever have choosing an amp! You will fi nd the MoMark Testing Tower at selected Markbass 
Yellow Point Dealers worldwide.

Preamp Module EQ Module Master Module

Markbass invites you to design your dream amp!
Markbass welcomes you to a new era of bass amplifi cation, in which YOU decide exactly what you want your amp to be.

“I have always designed Markbass products to give bass players what they want and need—not what I think they should 
have. That’s why Markbass is amplifying more and more bass players around the world: because we have always listened. 
And that’s why Markbass amps, cabinets and combos are so true to the source, loud, clear, light, portable, versatile, reliable, 
and affordable. 
But still, it’s hard to please everyone, because different players have different priorities and preferences about what features 
they want their ideal amp to have…
So I came up with the idea for MoMark. More than just an amplifi er, MoMark is a system based on a modular design, which 
allows you to choose what goes into your amp. It starts with a compact black ABS chassis, armed with either an analog or 
digital power amp, and between 250 and 800 watts of power. You build from there, choosing a preamp module, EQ module 
and master module. What features do you require? What do you want to be able to control? The amp becomes YOUR 
creation—your customized dream amp.
If you change your mind and decide you want more control over your EQ… then all you have to do is buy a different EQ module for your amp, 
instead of buying a new amp! Want to sometimes use a tube preamp, but not always? Buy two preamp modules and change them to suit the 
gig! The MoMark includes three user-removable/exchangeable modules, much like hard drives in a computer. YOU decide which options and 
features you have, and YOU change them yourself at will. MoMark gives you the freedom to create YOUR sound, and change it however and 
whenever you want!

I feel that our combination of top-quality sound, high power, light weight and small size has truly launched a new era of amplifi cation for bass 
players. And now, we hope to raise the bar once again!”
                                       Marco De Virgiliis

General Manager, Markbass
Start planning your dream amp—because in 2009, Markbass will make your dream a reality with MoMark!
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MoMark Amp Frames

All MoMark Amp Frames are made of lightweight, ultra-durable black ABS.
They each house a power amp, custom digital power supply, and the following 
features:
- 2 rack-unit height and standard rack width (19”/ 48.3cm with rack ears)
- Two high-quality Neutrik speakon combo speaker outs
- Balanced XLR line out, pre/post EQ switch and ground lift 
- Tuner out and effect loop send/return (wired in parallel)
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600W Amp Frame (digital)
A new power amp option has been added to the Markbass range, offering 
600 watts to those who play in louder bands, perform in bigger venues, or 
simply need more power and headroom. The digital power amp gives you 
super-fast response and exceptional clarity, but doesn’t sacrifi ce warmth of 
tone to get there. 
600W RMS @ 4 ohms / 370W RMS @ 8 ohms
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800W Amp Frame (digital)
The amp of choice for big stages and bassists who are hungry for headroom! 
Even at top volume, the digital power amp gives you ultra-fast response and 
impeccable reproduction of every detail in your playing. This powerhouse will 
satisfy your needs even in the loudest of bands!
800W RMS @ 4 ohms / 500W RMS @ 8 ohms
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impeccable reproduction of every detail in your playing. This powerhouse will 
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250W Amp Frame (analog)
This amp frame is a practical and affordable option for bassists who don’t 
require a lot of power. Ideal applications: small gigs, jazz players, double 
bassists, practicing and rehearsing.
250W RMS @ 4 ohms / 150W RMS @ 8 ohms 

250W Amp Frame (analog)
This amp frame is a practical and affordable option for bassists who don’t 
require a lot of power. Ideal applications: small gigs, jazz players, double 
bassists, practicing and rehearsing.
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500W Amp Frame (analog)
This frame is suitable for all kinds of gigs, from small clubs to larger stages. 
This is the same power and sound that brought widespread international 
success to all the 500W analog Markbass heads, including the Little Mark II. 
For most players, it’s just the right amount of power!
500W RMS @ 4 ohms / 300W RMS @ 8 ohms
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This frame is suitable for all kinds of gigs, from small clubs to larger stages. 
This is the same power and sound that brought widespread international 
success to all the 500W analog Markbass heads, including the Little Mark II. 
For most players, it’s just the right amount of power!
500W RMS @ 4 ohms / 300W RMS @ 8 ohms

S1 (available now)
• Solid state preamp
• Ultra-linear frequency response
• Inspired by the Little Mark II and SA 450 preamp sections

The S1 preamp module features the standard-setting sound of our top-selling 
Little Mark II and SA 450 amplifi ers. It’s a solid-state preamp that faithfully 
reproduces the tone of whatever instrument you play through it, without 
adding any coloration. The simple features include an unbalanced input (for 
both passive and active basses), gain control and clip LED.
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EQ0 (available now)
• Simple and pure
• No EQ
• The true sound of your instrument 

The EQ0 module was conceived in response to the many requests we’ve 
received from musicians who are fully satisfi ed with the fl at sound of their 
Markbass head amps, and prefer the clarity they achieve when their signal is 
untouched by equalization.
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M0 (available now)
• Basic and simple
• Master level control
• New high-tech bi-band limiter

The M0 module is the simplest master section we offer, and includes only a 
volume control. The new bi-band limiter gives you faster dynamic response 
than you get with traditional limiters. This characteristic is great for slap bass 
and playing with a gutsy, fast attack.
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volume control. The new bi-band limiter gives you faster dynamic response 
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and playing with a gutsy, fast attack.

T1M (available now)
• Tube preamp
• Warm and clear tube sound 
• Mute switch
• Preamp section inspired by the TA 503

Thanks to its tube gain section, the T1M preamp module has a warm and 
full sound that doesn’t cloud the instrument’s tone but glorifi es its harmonics, 
reproducing every detail with exceptional defi nition. It’s perfect for anyone 
who wants tube warmth without distortion. Also features a mute switch!
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EQ42S (available now)
• 4-band equalizer with 2 semi-parametric EQ controls
• EQ section inspired by the SA 450 and TA 501 

The EQ42S module features four-bands of EQ with two fi xed-frequency 
controls and two semi-parametric controls which allow you to choose the 
mid-range frequencies that you want to boost or cut.
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• EQ section inspired by the SA 450 and TA 501 

The EQ42S module features four-bands of EQ with two fi xed-frequency 
controls and two semi-parametric controls which allow you to choose the 
mid-range frequencies that you want to boost or cut.

MVVL (available now)
• Master level control
• Line out level control
• VLE fi lter
• VPF fi lter
• New high-tech bi-band limiter

In addition to the basic volume control, the MVVL module features a line out 
level control, useful to manage the amount of signal sent to the mixer or to a 
recording device through the balanced XLR line out. Also features the VLE 
and VPF fi lters, and our new bi-band limiter.

MVVL (available now)
• Master level control
• Line out level control
• VLE fi lter
• VPF fi lter
• New high-tech bi-band limiter

In addition to the basic volume control, the MVVL module features a line out 
level control, useful to manage the amount of signal sent to the mixer or to a 
recording device through the balanced XLR line out. Also features the VLE 
and VPF fi lters, and our new bi-band limiter.

S1M-HE (coming in 2009)
• Solid-state preamp
• Ultra-linear frequency response
• High-end components
• Mute switch
• Preamp inspired by the Little Mark II and the SA 450 

The S1M-HE preamp module features the same features as the S1M—but 
upgrades the components to the highest level, including gold-plated circuits. 
This is the choice for those who are extremely discriminating about sound 
fi delity!

S1M-HE (coming in 2009)
• Solid-state preamp
• Ultra-linear frequency response
• High-end components
• Mute switch
• Preamp inspired by the Little Mark II and the SA 450 

The S1M-HE preamp module features the same features as the S1M—but 
upgrades the components to the highest level, including gold-plated circuits. 
This is the choice for those who are extremely discriminating about sound 
fi delity!

EQVV (coming in 2009)
• VLE fi lter
• VPF fi lter

The EQVV leaves out EQ controls in favor of the practical Markbass VLE and 
VPF fi lters, which were designed to give bassists quick access to two very 
commonly used tonal characters. The VLE (Vintage Loudspeaker Emulator) 
fi lters out high frequencies to give you a mellower, less modern sound, 
especially useful for acoustic and older styles of music. The VPF (Variable 
Pre-shape Filter) boosts lows and highs, and cuts mids.

EQVV (coming in 2009)
• VLE fi lter
• VPF fi lter

The EQVV leaves out EQ controls in favor of the practical Markbass VLE and 
VPF fi lters, which were designed to give bassists quick access to two very 
commonly used tonal characters. The VLE (Vintage Loudspeaker Emulator) 
fi lters out high frequencies to give you a mellower, less modern sound, 
especially useful for acoustic and older styles of music. The VPF (Variable 
Pre-shape Filter) boosts lows and highs, and cuts mids.

S2 (coming in 2009)
• Solid-state preamp
• Ultra-linear frequency response
• Two-channel design inspired by the LMK preamp section

Designed for fl exibility, the S2 solid-state preamp module features two input 
channels with gain control and clip LED for each. Set separate levels for two 
basses (i.e. an electric and an acoustic) or use one of the inputs for your 
instrument and the other for a drum machine, laptop or sequencer!
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• Ultra-linear frequency response
• Two-channel design inspired by the LMK preamp section

Designed for fl exibility, the S2 solid-state preamp module features two input 
channels with gain control and clip LED for each. Set separate levels for two 
basses (i.e. an electric and an acoustic) or use one of the inputs for your 
instrument and the other for a drum machine, laptop or sequencer!

EQ44S (coming in 2009)
• 4-band semi-parametric equalizer
• EQ section inspired by the TA 503 
• Super-fl exible EQ control

The EQ44S module provides you with maximum tonal control thanks to its 
four bands of semi-parametric EQ. With ease and precision, you can fi ne-tune 
your tone, compensate for bad venue acoustics, carve out your place in the 
mix with the other instruments, or control feedback from acoustic instruments 
like double bass.

EQ44S (coming in 2009)
• 4-band semi-parametric equalizer
• EQ section inspired by the TA 503 
• Super-fl exible EQ control

The EQ44S module provides you with maximum tonal control thanks to its 
four bands of semi-parametric EQ. With ease and precision, you can fi ne-tune 
your tone, compensate for bad venue acoustics, carve out your place in the 
mix with the other instruments, or control feedback from acoustic instruments 
like double bass.

M2VLFM (coming in 2009)
• Master level control
• VLE fi lter
• Line out level control
• Footswitch (CH1, CH2, mute)
• New high-tech bi-band limiter

The M2VLFM module features the VLE fi lter, line out level control, a footswitch 
input for changing channels and muting your signal, and the new bi-band 
limiter. The footswitch allows you to change between channels (if used with 
the S2 preamp module and/or EQS4 EQ module) or mute both channels, 
useful for changing instruments during a performance, or tuning in silence 
when you have a tuner connected to the tuner output.
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• Master level control
• VLE fi lter
• Line out level control
• Footswitch (CH1, CH2, mute)
• New high-tech bi-band limiter

The M2VLFM module features the VLE fi lter, line out level control, a footswitch 
input for changing channels and muting your signal, and the new bi-band 
limiter. The footswitch allows you to change between channels (if used with 
the S2 preamp module and/or EQS4 EQ module) or mute both channels, 
useful for changing instruments during a performance, or tuning in silence 
when you have a tuner connected to the tuner output.

T1M-HE (coming in 2009)
• Tube preamp
• Ultra-linear frequency response
• High-end components
• Mute switch
• Preamp inspired by the TA 503 

The awesome high-end components and gold-plated circuits of the T1M-HE 
tube preamp module give it an exceptional sound fi delity. Its tube glorifi es the 
harmonics, reproducing every detail of the instrument’s tone with exceptional 
defi nition, offering tube warmth without distortion.
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• Mute switch
• Preamp inspired by the TA 503 

The awesome high-end components and gold-plated circuits of the T1M-HE 
tube preamp module give it an exceptional sound fi delity. Its tube glorifi es the 
harmonics, reproducing every detail of the instrument’s tone with exceptional 
defi nition, offering tube warmth without distortion.

EQ7GA (coming in 2009)
• 7-band graphic EQ

The EQ7GA is our graphic EQ model, which allows you to cut or boost seven 
carefully chosen frequencies. Each slider is accented by a cool yellow light!

EQ7GA (coming in 2009)
• 7-band graphic EQ

The EQ7GA is our graphic EQ model, which allows you to cut or boost seven 
carefully chosen frequencies. Each slider is accented by a cool yellow light!

S1M (available now)
• Solid state preamp
• Ultra-linear frequency response
• Mute switch
• Inspired by the Little Mark II and SA 450 preamp sections

The S1M preamp is identical to the S1, but adds a mute switch: useful for 
when you need to change instruments during a performance, or tune in 
silence when using a tuner connected to the tuner output.

S1M (available now)
• Solid state preamp
• Ultra-linear frequency response
• Mute switch
• Inspired by the Little Mark II and SA 450 preamp sections

The S1M preamp is identical to the S1, but adds a mute switch: useful for 
when you need to change instruments during a performance, or tune in 
silence when using a tuner connected to the tuner output.

EQ4 (available now)
• 4-band equalizer
• Inspired by the Little Mark II EQ section 

Four bands of equalization are featured in the EQ4 module, set at the same 
frequencies as the EQ controls of our top-selling and critically acclaimed Little 
Mark II, now considered an international standard. The frequencies that you 
can cut or boost have been carefully selected, and all tweaks are audible: 
only small adjustments are needed to control punch, attack, and defi nition to 
suit your personal needs and tastes.
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• 4-band equalizer
• Inspired by the Little Mark II EQ section 

Four bands of equalization are featured in the EQ4 module, set at the same 
frequencies as the EQ controls of our top-selling and critically acclaimed Little 
Mark II, now considered an international standard. The frequencies that you 
can cut or boost have been carefully selected, and all tweaks are audible: 
only small adjustments are needed to control punch, attack, and defi nition to 
suit your personal needs and tastes.

MVV (available now)
• Master level control
• VLE fi lter
• VPF fi lter
• New high-tech bi-band limiter

The MVV module features the two trademark Markbass fi lters: VLE (Vintage 
Loudspeaker Emulator) and VPF (Variable Preshape Filter). These handy 
controls allow you to access a wide range of timbres, from vintage tones to 
modern hi-fi  sound.
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modern hi-fi  sound.Amp Frame
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1200W 800W 500W

SD 1200 SD 800 F1 F500 SA 450 TA 501 TA 503 TSA 500

Power 1200W (4Ω) / 750W (8Ω) 750W (4Ω) / 450W (8Ω) 500W (4Ω) / 300W (8Ω) 500W (4Ω) / 300W (8Ω) 500W (4Ω) / 300W (8Ω) 500W (4Ω) / 300W (8Ω) 500W (4Ω) / 300W (8Ω) 500W (4Ω) / 300W (8Ω)

Preamp Solid state Solid state Solid state Solid state Solid state Solid state (tube compressor) Tube Solid State/Tube

Power amp Digital Digital Digital Digital Analog Analog Analog Analog

Weight 7.5lbs / 3,4kg 7.5lbs / 3,4kg 4.6lbs / 2,1kg 4.6lbs / 2,1kg 7.5lbs / 3,4kg 7.5lbs / 3,4kg 8.2lbs / 3,7kg 7.5lbs / 3,4kg

Width 19” / 48,3cm 19” / 48,3cm 10.9” / 27,6cm 10.9” / 27,6cm 19” / 48,3cm 19” / 48,3cm 19” / 48,3cm 19” / 48,3cm

Height 3.4” (2U) / 8,6cm 3.4” (2U) / 8,6cm 1.7” (1U) / 4,4cm 1.7” (1U) / 4,4cm 3.4” (2U) / 8,6cm 3.4” (2U) / 8,6cm 3.4” (2U) / 8,6cm 3.4” (2U) / 8,6cm

Depth 11.9” / 30,2cm 11.9” / 30,2cm 10” / 25,5cm 10” / 25,5cm 11.9” / 30,2cm 11.9” / 30,2cm 11.9” / 30,2cm 11.9” / 30,2cm

EQ 4-band (2 fi xed,
2 semi-parametric)

4-band (2 fi xed,
2 semi-parametric) 4-band fi xed 4-band (2 fi xed,

2 semi-parametric)
4-band (2 fi xed,

2 semi-parametric)
4-band (2 fi xed,

2 semi-parametric) 4-band semi-parametric 4-band (2 fi xed,
2 semi-parametric)

Pre/post EQ switch (DI) Y Y - Y Y Y Y Y

Line out level control Y Y - Y Y Y Y Y

Footswitch - - - - - Mute/EQ bypass Mute/EQ bypass -

Headphone out - - - - - - - Y

Speaker out Speakon + 1/4”
combo jack x2

Speakon + 1/4”
combo jack x2

Speakon + 1/4”
combo jack x2

Speakon + 1/4”
combo jack x2

Speakon + 1/4”
combo jack x2

Speakon + 1/4”
combo jack x2

Speakon + 1/4”
combo jack x2

Speakon + 1/4”
combo jack x2

800W 500W 250W Studio Pre

Little Mark 800 Little Mark Tube 800 Little Mark III Little Mark Tube LMK Little Mark 250 Studio Pre 500 Studio Pre

Power 800W (4Ω) / 500W (8Ω) 800W (4Ω) / 500W (8Ω) 500W (4Ω) / 300W (8Ω) 500W (4Ω) / 300W (8Ω) 500W (4Ω) / 300W (8Ω) 250W (4Ω) / 150W (8Ω) 500W (4Ω) / 300W (8Ω) -

Preamp Solid state Solid state / Tube Solid state Solid state / Tube Solid state Solid state Solid state / Tube Solid state / Tube

Power amp Digital Digital Analog Analog Analog Analog Analog -

Weight 6.2lbs / 2,8kg 6.3lbs / 2,86kg 6.4lbs / 2,9kg 6.55lbs / 2,97kg 6.4lbs / 2,9kg 5.7lbs / 2,6kg 8.6lbs / 3,9kg 5.9lbs / 2,7kg

Width 10.9” / 27,6cm 10.9” / 27,6cm 10.9” / 27,6cm 10.9” / 27,6cm 10.9” / 27,6cm 10.9” / 27,6cm 19” / 48,3cm 19” / 48,3cm

Height 2.8” / 7,1cm 2.8” / 7,1cm 2.8” / 7,1cm 2.8” / 7,1cm 2.8” / 7,1cm 2.8” / 7,1cm 3.4” (2U) / 8,6cm 3.4” (2U) / 8,6cm

Depth 10” / 25,5cm 10” / 25,5cm 10” / 25,5cm 10” / 25,5cm 10” / 25,6cm 10” / 25,6cm 11.9” / 30,2cm 11.9” / 30,2cm

EQ 4-band fi xed 4-band fi xed 4-band fi xed 4-band fi xed 4-band fi xed (x2) 4-band fi xed
2-band on AMP channel, 4 

band incl one full parametric 
on CLEAN channel

2-band on AMP channel, 4 
band incl one full parametric 

on CLEAN channel

Pre/post EQ switch (DI) Y Y Y Y - Y Y Y

Line out level control Y Y Y Y - Y Y x3 Y x3

Footswitch - - - - Y - Y Y

Headphone out - - - - Y - - -

Speaker out Speakon + 1/4”
combo jack, 1/4” jack

Speakon + 1/4”
combo jack, 1/4” jack

Speakon + 1/4”
combo jack, 1/4” jack

Speakon + 1/4”
combo jack, 1/4” jack

Speakon + 1/4”
combo jack, 1/4” jack

Speakon + 1/4”
combo jack, 1/4” jack

Speakon + 1/4”
combo jack

Speakon + 1/4”
combo jack
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HeadsHeads Meet the New Little Mark Family!Meet the New Little Mark Family!

THE SOUND IS TRUE
When Marco De Virgiliis began making bass amps back in the late 80s, his central mission was to create amplifi ers that would accurately reproduce the sound 
of whatever bass you played through them. So when you play through a Markbass amp, you hear the true sound of your instrument, and the true sound of 
your music!
LIGHT WEIGHT and SERIOUS RELIABILITY
Bass players around the world have been astounded by not only the sound of Markbass heads, but also by their incredibly light weight. This is largely 
achieved by the use of digital (switching mode) power supplies, which are 30 times lighter than analog power transformers. Top-quality components, attention 
to detail and clever engineering also make these amps extremely reliable and easy to service.
MUSICAL TONE SHAPING
Markbass heads (except the Classic Series models) feature two very special EQ fi lters that have very powerful musical functions. The VLE (Vintage 
Loudspeaker Emulator) is a shelf that cuts highs. As you turn it up, a wider and wider range of high frequencies is cut. This has the effect of making your sound 
less present, and more “old school”—very handy for many styles of music where you want to “blend in” more with the other instruments. The VPF (Variable 
Pre-shape Filter) boosts lows and highs, and cuts mids. This is very effective for rock, and also works very well with slap bass.
IMPEDANCE and VOLTAGE
Markbass amps operate at a 4 ohm minimum (except for the Classic 300 which can be used at 2 ohms). This means you can use them with one 8, 6 or 4 ohm 
cabinet, or two 8 ohm cabinets. Markbass amps and combos are manufactured to be sold and used in the country of purchase, and they are factory preset 
to that country’s voltage. Due to homologation issues, the voltage may not be changed.

F1
500W, Solid State Preamp, Digital Power
Our lightest and smallest head to date boasts an unbelievable power-to-weight ratio 
(more than 100 watts per pound!). The F1’s digital power amp gives it a super-fast 
response and a crisp, clear, full sound that will convey every detail of your playing, 
instantly! Although it’s tiny enough to fi t just about anywhere (for example in your 
gig bag), there’s an optional amp bag and special rack ears available. For speed, 
choose the F1!

Little Mark III NEW
500W, Solid State Preamp, Analog Power 
The Little Mark II was introduced in 2005, and its popularity has increased steadily 
ever since. In April of 2008, it was voted Best Bass Head and All-Around Best 
New Product by the readers of Bass Player magazine. Inspired by this success, 
we have now created the Little Mark III! Its solid-state preamp has a warm, natural 
and true-to-the-source sound, and the new bi-band limiter provides better dynamic 
response, faster attack and more natural sound than traditional limiters. The new 
DI output features a pre-post EQ switch and output level control, so you can 
optimize your direct signal. And it has the same compact size and light weight of 
its famous predecessor! 

Little Mark Tube NEW
500W, Solid State/Tube Preamp, Analog Power
The Little Mark Tube starts with the successful design of the Little Mark II, and 
takes it a step further to solve the classic “tube or solid state?” dilemma: choose 
the warmth and richness of a tube preamp, or the clean attack of a solid state 
preamp… or a mix of both! On the front panel there a solid-state/tube mix control, 
and two inputs with separate gain controls: one 1/4” jack, and one combo jack for 
either a XLR or 1/4” cable. Additional features include switchable 48V phantom 
power for the XLR input, four-band EQ, VLE and VPF fi lters, line out level control, 
pre-post EQ switch for the XLR out, and mute control (push-pull on the master). 
This head provides 500W of analog power and its state-of-the-art bi-band limiter 
makes your sound transparent by letting your high end breathe!

Little Mark 250 UPDATED
250W, Solid State Preamp, Analog Power
Updated for 2009 with the new features of the Little Mark III (line out level control, 
bi-band limiter and pre/post EQ switch), this is a smart, inexpensive choice for 
those who don’t need the full power of a 500W head. It’s great for practicing, 
rehearsing, and small gigs. Note that if you use a 4 ohm cab, you will get almost 
the same power out of the Little Mark 250 as you would with a 500W head into an 
8 ohm cab!

Studio Pre and Studio Pre 500
For those who need detailed control over their tone in the studio and on stage, the 
Studio Pre and Studio Pre 500 offer power and versatility in a lightweight package. 
Product manager and Italian session bassist Paolo Costa tells the story:

“After many years of experiments and research, I feel that I fi nally have the solution 
for the management of my bass sound in both studio and live situations.

With the Studio Pre, I can optimize a clean sound to accurately represent all needed 
frequencies from deep lows to sparkling highs; and with the parametric fi lter, I can 
further “sculpt” the sound by adding or removing specifi c frequencies with ease. 
With the Amp channel, I can add three killer distortions (one at a time or in any 
combination) to add a more aggressive edge to the sound. One of the three “amp” 
distortions has one tube, one has two tubes and one is solid state.

This helps me cut through the mix even in very dense arrangements of instruments 
and sounds!
The back panel of the Studio Pre has three independent balanced outputs (clean, 
amp and mixed), making this gear a godsend for even the most hard-to-please sound 
engineers. Connecting all three outputs and having them available to blend gives 
total control to the soundman. 

The original version of this preamp, the Studio Pre, required a power amp to use 
live, so we produced a powered version, the Studio Pre 500, adding a 500W analog 
power amp and speaker output. In live situations, the footswitch that turns the “amp” 
channel and parametric fi lter on and off becomes a practical tool for real-time tone 
shaping.
 
Finally—the perfect interface between bass players and their audience!”

Paolo Costa

F 500
500W, Solid State Preamp, Digital Power
The F1 has been a great success, but since its release many people have had ideas 
for improvements that they felt would make this the best bass amp ever. So we took 
these ideas and found a way to cram them all into the ultra-compact F1. The result 
is the F 500, which is basically an F1 plus semi-parametric mids, a line out level 
control, mute control, and a pre/post EQ switch for the DI out.

Little Mark 800 NEW
800W, Solid State Preamp, Digital Power
This Little Mark has big power! Designed for those who prefer simple and intuitive 
controls but need superior power and headroom, the Little Mark 800 upgrades the 
Little Mark III with an 800W digital power amp. Its sound is exceptionally warm 
and clear at any volume, and the digital power amp gives ultra-fast response. The 
new bi-band limiter controls your low end but leaves the high end open for a more 
natural sound. The new DI output features a pre/post EQ switch and output level 
control, so you can send a perfect signal to the mixing console or recording unit 
every time.

Little Mark Tube 800 NEW
800W, Solid State/Tube Preamp, Digital Power
The Little Mark Tube 800 solves both the “tube or solid state” and “will I have 
enough power” dilemmas! Our cutting-edge 800W digital power amp is an exciting 
match for the double preamp (solid state and tube) design of the Little Mark 800. 
Combined with the incredible dynamic response and faster attack of our state-of-
the-art bi-band limiter, you get warm and clear sound with impeccable reproduction 
of every detail of your playing. The warmth of the tube combined with the fast 
response of the digital power amp and the 800 watts of headroom make this little 
amp a heavy hitter!

LMK
500W, Solid State Preamp, Analog Power, Two Channels
The LMK is a two-channel head that is designed for fl exibility. Its unique design 
allows you to set up different tone, fi lter and volume settings for two basses (for 
example an electric and an acoustic). You can also combine two different sound 
sources from one instrument, or use the amp to amplify your bass along with an 
auxiliary input such as a drum machine or sequencer—and have complete control 
of each input!

SD 800
750W, Solid State Preamp, Digital Power
No one complains about our 500 watt heads being quiet, but if headroom is what 
you crave, you will fi nd it in the SD800, our high-power head. As with the F1, a digital 
power amp gives you speed and clarity at high volumes. This head is the top choice 
for big-stage applications and for rocking out with very loud bands. Recommended 
for big cabinets (8x10, 6x10 or 2x15), or two-cabinet rigs.

SD 1200 NEW
1200W, Solid State Preamp, Digital Power
New for 2009, an amp that smashes all previous records for power-to-weight ratio. 
1200 watts of clean digital power in a 7.5 lb head! Maximum power for bands that go 
to 11… or beyond! As with the SD 800, make sure you match this head with suitably 
large cabinets.

SA 450
500W, Solid State Preamp, Analog Power
The SA 450 is our standard, solid-state, professional head. Versatile and packed 
with features, this head provides more EQ control than the Little Mark II, a line out 
level control and pre/post EQ switch. Simple and true.

TA 503
500W, Tube State Preamp, Analog Power
Our premium tube preamp head features tube warmth and clarity at the same time. 
The TA503 also boasts our most fl exible EQ, with four-band semi-parametric tone 
control as well as our signature VLE and VPF fi lters. Like its brother the TA501, this 
unit gives you mute-to-tune and EQ bypass control using an optional footswitch.

TSA 500
500W, Tube Preamp and Solid State Preamp, Analog Power
Italian Markbass artist Faso co-designed this new 2009 model, which allows you 
to blend the tube and solid state preamps and control the amount of tube in your 
sound! It’s also the only Markbass head to feature a headphone output and level 
control. Two balanced XLR outs allow you to send one line to the mixing board, and 
another to a recorder.

TA 501
500W, Tube compressor, Solid State Preamp, Analog Power
This popular head helps smooth out your sound with the help of a high-quality 
onboard tube compressor, featuring a JJ Electronics ECC81 tube. Tone-wise, your 
sound is warmed up nicely by the tube even when the compressor is off. Bonus 
features include foot-switchable mute-to-tune and EQ bypass!
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CabinetsCabinets
HEAR the REAL YOU
Markbass cabinets have gained an international reputation for their clear, true sound, exceptional light weight and superior reliability. Like Markbass amps, 
they are designed to be true to the source—to faithfully convey all the musical detail, character and warmth of your bass playing!

IMPEDANCE
Since Markbass amplifi ers (except for the Classic 300) operate at a 4 ohm minimum, you have the following speaker options: you can use ONE 8 ohm, 6 
ohm or 4 ohm cabinet; or TWO 8 ohm cabs (which together create a 4 ohm load). The lower the impedance, the more power you will get from the amp, but 
using 8 ohm cabs gives you the versatility to use either one or two. Most Markbass heads (except for the SD800, SD 1200, Little Mark 250 and Classic 300, 
Little Mark 250 and Classic 300) put out 500W at 4 ohms, 400W at 6 ohms or 300W at 8 ohms.

4 and 8 ohm versions are available for all Standard and Traveler Series 10” cabs.

Standard 104HF
4x10” with horn, 8 or 4 ohms, 800W, 65.9 lbs. 
This popular choice is a great single-cab solution for club gigs—it’s great for gigs without PA support. It’s available in 
both 8 and 4 ohm versions, but keep in mind that if you go the 4 ohm route you get more power but can never use a 
second cabinet. Using the 8 ohm version, you’re able to add any 1x15 or 2x10, or another 4x10. In fact, two 8 ohm STD 
104HFs, connected to an SD1200, is our loudest rig—just awesome for big stages!

Standard 102HF
2x10” with horn, 8 or 4 ohms, 400W, 49.8 lbs. 
The 102HF is perfect as a standalone cab (in either the 8 or 4 ohm version) for rehearsals and small clubs. The 8 ohm 
version is great combined with a Traveler 102P (use either or both!), or any 1x15.

Standard 104HR
4x10” with horn, 8 or 4 ohms, 800W, 56 lbs. 
This gutsy, compact cab is a great single-cab solution if you want a lot of volume but want to travel light. The sound is 
full but focused. For more headroom, try adding a 1x15 or a 2x10, or sit this on top of an STD 104HF. Available in 8 or 
4 ohm versions (4 ohm is standalone).

Standard 151HR
1x15” with horn, 8 ohms, 400W, 52.9 lbs. 
A heftier alternative to the Traveler 151P, the 151HR is a full-sounding cabinet that pairs well with a 2x10 or a 4x10.
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Traveler 151P
1x15” with piezo tweeter, 8 ohms, 400W, 37.3 lbs. 
This little powerhouse is one of the most compact single 15 cabinets on the market, with impressive defi nition and 
punch. A great extension cabinet for the CMD 102P combo, also stacks perfectly under any Standard Series cab.

Traveler 121H
1x12” with horn, 8 ohms, 400W, 34.6 lbs. 
Winner of the 2007 Best Bass Cabinet MIPA award, this compact, full-range cabinet offers a hi-fi  sound with deep 
lows and sparkling highs—thanks to its 1” compression driver and custom horn. It’s a great match for the Mini CMD 
121P and CMD 121H combos as an extension cab, and is also popular for acoustic bass.

New York 604
4x6” with horn, 8 ohms, 600W, 33 lbs. 
Named after the big city where bassists often take the subway 
or a taxi to gigs, this handsome little cube is like a mini 4x10, 
a great compact solution for bassists on the go, and the 
perfect extension cabinet for the Minimark combo. It’s also a 
great idea to make a mini stack using two of these!

New York 121
1x12” with piezo tweeter, 8 ohms, 400W, 29.3 lbs. 
Our lightest cabinet is a perfect companion to our top-
selling combo, the Mini CMD 121P. With this cab added, 
your combo turns into a 500W rig! Also a small but mighty 
match for any of our 250-500W heads.

New York 151 NEW
1x15” with piezo tweeter, 8 ohms, 400W, 37.3 lbs. 

Anyone with a Mini CMD 151P or CMD 151P Jeff Berlin 
combo will want to check out this ideal extension cab, which 
will turn your combo into a killer 500W 2x15” rig!

Traveler 102P
2x10” with piezo tweeter, 4 or 8 ohms, 400W, 33 lbs. 
The Traveler 102P is a very popular solution for rehearsals and small gigs. It also sounds and looks great sitting atop 
a 4x10 or 1x15 cabinet, or a CMD 102P combo! Available in 8 or 4 ohm versions (4 ohm is standalone).
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Alain Caron developing signature Alain Caron developing signature 
products with Markbassproducts with Markbass

State-of-the-art rigs for gigging bassistsState-of-the-art rigs for gigging bassists

Markbass artist and bass legend Alain Caron 
is working with Markbass to develop some 
signature products to be introduced in 2009.
Alain visited the factory in February to compare 
many varied speaker and tweeter combinations, 
using proprietary DSP software to tune the 
speakers to his liking. The first product of this 
collaboration is a powered cabinet that will 
include a 12” speaker, a 6” speaker, and a 
special new tweeter. Users will be able to tune 
the cabinet and adjust limiter and crossover 
settings with provided software, by connecting 
the cabinet to their PC laptop.
Alain’s well-known dedication to bass sound 
and preference for flat response is bringing 
this innovative new product in a very “hi-fi” 
direction.

Markbass is planning to produce this signature 
cabinet as the first product in what Marco has 
dubbed the “CCMP” line. This line of products 
will be designed with fidelity as the top priority, 
using only the best components and doing 
whatever is needed to obtain the highest-quality 
sound possible.
Stay tuned to the Markbass website for updates 
on this exciting project!

To hear a sound-clip of the Alain Caron signature 
cabinet in mid-development, search YouTube for 
“Marco de Virgiliis plays D-Code”!

Alain explains his EQ tweaks to Peter Murray, Daniele 
D’Amico and Marco De Virgiliis

Alain with Daniele D’Amico, Marco De Virgiliis, Marcello 
Manuli and Peter Murray

Alain tunes the speakers as Pippo Matino and Daniele 
D’Amico watch and listen

Alain working with Marco and engineer Mario 
Caramanico

Once upon a time, dinosaurs roamed the concert stages of the earth. We’re talking of course about the heavy, bulky monster rigs that form a part 
of rock and roll mythology. For years, bass players glorified the weight and size of these rigs, largely because, well… they had no other options. 
But times and technology have changed! Fact is, most bass players don’t have roadies. Most play in venues that are smaller than stadiums. And 
even many of the surviving stadium acts are opting for smaller rigs.

With modern technology you can get more volume than ever from smaller and lighter rigs. Marco De Virgiliis pioneered the use of neodymium 
speakers in bass enclosures, and the appeal of light-weight cabinets has spread like a virus in the industry—now almost all bass cabinet 
manufacturers have followed his lead. The use of digital (switching-mode) power supplies and surface-mount circuit boards, both also vastly 
developed in the field by Markbass, have made bass amp heads exponentially lighter. In case you haven’t noticed, bass amplification has been 
revolutionized. Those big-stage “dinosaurs”? They’re becoming extinct.

If you do still love and need the “big rigs,” Markbass has wonderful (and lighter!) options, such as the Classic 108 8x10 cabinet, the Classic 300 
all-tube amp, and the new SD 1200 head, which delivers 1200 watts of digital power from a 7.5 lb. box!

But—if you’re like most bass players, you probably have two main categories of uses for your bass rig. Let’s call them Small and Medium. Small 
would be applications like low-medium volume rehearsals, recording, practicing and small gigs. Medium would include louder rehearsals and 
most club gigs. Markbass gear is that it’s designed to be versatile, so you only have to bring what you need. If your rig was an 8x10 and a tube 
head, for example, it would be a pain to lug around your gear to rehearsals and small gigs!

Here are three examples of Markbass rigs that allow you to start with a Small set-up, and simply ADD another cabinet to create a Medium rig… 
Only bring the extra cabinet when you NEED to… and transporting two smaller cabs is much easier than lugging one big cab.

The volume and headroom of these rigs increases significantly when you run at 4 ohms to obtain full power from your amp. Flexibility, portability, 
power and incredible sound… that’s the way of the future, and Markbass is happy to take you there!

New York 121 cabinet
29.3 lbs

New York 151 cabinet
37.3 lbs

New York 604 cabinet
33 lbs

Mini CMD 121P combo
29.3 lbs

Mini CMD 151P combo
40.8 lbs

F 500 / F1 head
4.6 lbs

+
New York 604 cabinet

33 lbs

+ =

=

=

Small (300W)

M
edium

 (500W
)

+

+

Mini CMD 121P

New York 121

4x6” 2x10” 4x10” 1x12” 1x15”

NewYork 604 Standard 102 HF Traveler 102 P Standard 104 HF Standard 104 HR NewYork 121 Traveler 121 H Standard 151 HR Traveler 151 P NewYork 151

Impedance 8Ω 8Ω or 4Ω 8Ω or 4Ω 8Ω or 4Ω 8Ω or 4Ω 8Ω 8Ω 8Ω 8Ω 8Ω

Bass port Rear Front Rear Front Rear Rear Rear Rear Rear Rear

Power handling (RMS) 600W 400W 400W 800W 800W 400W 400W 400W 400W 400W

Tweeter horn horn piezo horn horn piezo horn horn piezo piezo

Crossover 3.5kHz 3.5kHz 3.5kHz 3.5kHz 3.5kHz 3.5kHz 3.5kHz 3.5kHz 3.5kHz 3.5kHz

Weight 33lbs / 15kg 49.8lbs / 22,6kg 33lbs / 15kg 65.9lbs / 29,9kg 56lbs / 25,4kg 29.3lbs / 13,3kg 34.6lbs / 15,7kg 52.9lbs / 24kg 37.3lbs / 16,9kg 37.3 lbs / 16,9 kg

Sensitivity (dB SPL) 100 101 101 103 103 100 99 100 100 100

Frequency response 45Hz-18kHz 40Hz-20kHz 45Hz-18kHz 35Hz-20kHz 35Hz-20kHz 45Hz-18kHz 40Hz-20kHz 40Hz-20kHz 40Hz-18kHz 40Hz-18kHz

Height 16.9” / 40cm 21.6” / 55cm 13” / 33cm 29.1” / 73,9cm 23.8” / 60,4cm 17” / 43,2cm 15.4” / 39cm 23.8” / 60,4cm 18.3” / 46,4cm 18.3” / 46,4cm

Width 16.9” / 40cm 23.4” / 59,4cm 23.4” / 59,4cm 23.4” / 59,4cm 23.4” / 59,4cm 15.3” / 38,3cm 23.4” / 59,4cm 23.4” / 59,4cm 23.4” / 59,4cm 18.3” / 46,4cm

Depth 16.9” / 40cm 18.9” / 48cm 17” / 43,3cm 18.9” / 48cm 18.9” / 48cm 14.1” / 35,8cm 17” / 43,3cm 18.9” / 48cm 17” / 43,3cm 18.9” / 48cm



1x15” 1x12” 3x10” 2x10” 2x6” 1x6”

Mini CMD 151P CMD 151P Jeff Berlin Mini CMD 121P CMD 121H CMD 103H CMD 102P Minimark Micromark

Power 300W (8Ω) / 500W (4Ω) 300W (8Ω) / 500W (4Ω) 300W (8Ω) / 500W (4Ω) 300W (8Ω) / 500W (4Ω) 400W (6Ω) 300W (8Ω) / 500W (4Ω) 150W (8Ω) / 250W (4Ω) 50W (8Ω)

Tweeter piezo none piezo horn horn piezo piezo Optional ext. piezo

Weight  40.8lbs/ 18,5kg 46.7lbs / 21,2kg 29.3lbs / 13,3kg 39.5lbs / 17,9kg 63.3lbs / 28,7kg 44lbs / 20kg 20.7lbs / 9,4kg 9.3lbs / 4,2kg

Width 18.3” / 46,4cm 18.3” / 46,4cm 15.3” / 38,3cm 15.3” / 38,3cm 23.4” / 59,4cm 23.4” / 59,4cm 8.9” / 22,5cm 8.9” / 22,5cm

Height 18.3” / 46,4cm 21.9” / 55,7cm 17” / 43,2cm 23.6” / 59,9cm 27.5” / 69,9cm 18.9” / 47,9cm 17.2” / 43,8cm 8.9” / 22,5cm

Depth 18.9” - 48cm 18.9” / 48cm 14.1” / 35,8cm 18.3” / 46,4cm 18.9” / 48cm 18.7” / 47,5cm 15.2” / 38,7cm 8.6” / 21,9cm

Effects loop Y Y Y Y Y Y - -

Aux in - - - - - - Y Y

Headphone out - - - - - - Y Y

All combos have VLE and VPF fi lters (except the Micromark, which only has the VPF), balanced XLR out, ground lift. For amp specs on the CMD and Mini CMD combos, please see Little Mark III on page 7.

The Markbass Classic SeriesThe Markbass Classic SeriesCombosCombos
The legendary rock bass amps of the past earned their place on those big concert stages.
But they didn’t have the cutting-edge technology that now allows amps and cabinets to be ultra-light, highly portable and incredibly reliable. 
What if you could have the classic tones of those old industry-standards, and at the same time, enjoy all the benefi ts of state-of-the-art technology? After 
several years of research and development, Marco De Virgiliis and his team have fi nally made this dream a reality, combining authentic retro styling and 
timeless rock tone with 21st century engineering wizardry. 

A modern classic has been born! 
If you’re a rock bassist, you can now rock even harder with a much lighter and more reliable rig. Do yourself a favor. Cut through any mix with crunchy, 
ripping, unapologetic rock tone—then save your back on the load-out at the end of the night!

Markbass combos are professional-quality bass amps made of the same materials and components as our standard heads and cabinets. Their sound 
quality and power make them perfect for practicing, rehearsals, recording and small gigs. And, if you add an 8 ohm extension cabinet, you get an instant 
500-watt rig that’s loud enough for just about any stage!

“The Classic 300 sounds great especially through Markbass 
cabinets, very modern version of the ‘old’ authentic sound. I 
really like Marco’s purism in not cutting corners or out-sourcing 
to cheaper territories. There’s no substitute for quality and 
Markbass is quality.”

Bob Daisley
(Ozzy Osbourne, Rainbow, Gary Moore, Hoochie Coochie Men, 
Living Loud)

Classic 300 Tube preamp, tube power amp
Welcome to a new era of all-tube bass amps! Until now, tube amps have been frustratingly 
unreliable, due to the unpredictable nature of tubes; you never knew when one would 
blow. The sound was also unreliable, since it would change over time depending on the 
fl uctuating current bias of the tubes. And man, those things were heavy!
But now, Markbass has found a way to preserve and improve the classic tube amp 
sound, and combine it with the reliability and consistency that modern technology allows, 
in a much lighter but more solidly constructed unit. 

The heart of the Classic 300 is its tubes. The brain is its microprocessor!

This handsome all-tube head features ten tubes and an analog power supply. It’s a true, 
classic, all-tube bass amp. The onborard microprocessor does not affect the sound in any 
way—its Amp Management System monitors the current bias of the tubes, the internal 
temperature of the head, the impedance of the cabinets and the quality of the power 
into the amp; and even keeps track of how long the amp has been operating! The tubes 
are automatically rebiased every time the amp is turned on, and you have the option 
of two different bias modes—“High Fidelity” or “Long Life.” The LCD screen tells you 
when a tube is failing (and which one), so you know exactly what needs to be serviced, 

but the amp keeps operating until you 
can get the amp repaired, with the other 
tubes picking up the slack. Keeping the 
tubes properly biased prolongs their life, 
and keeps your sound consistent.
Tube amps have never before been 
able to do this!
When you take your amp in for servicing, 
technicians connect the amp directly to a 
computer for quick and easy diagnosis. 
Classic sound and modern technology—
it’s an unbeatable combination!

Mini CMD 151P UPDATED
1x15” + piezo tweeter, 300W (500W with extension cabinet)
Most 15” speakers tend to lack defi nition, but these custom B&C neodymium woofers have impressive clarity and 
low-end tightness. Great for rehearsals and small gigs, or medium-sized gigs if you add an extension cabinet like 
the New York 151!

Mini CMD 121P UPDATED
1x12” + piezo tweeter, 300W (500W with extension cabinet)
Our top-selling combo astounds everyone: no one can believe that such a big sound can come from such a small 
unit! It can’t be beat for power/size and weight ratio. Also a popular choice for double bassists, and recording. Try it 
with the New York 121!

CMD 103H UPDATED
3x10” + 1” compression driver and custom horn, 400W 
Our loudest combo, the CMD 103H is a 6 ohm unit, which means it draws 400 watts from the onboard combo head. 
It cannot be used with an extension cabinet. Impressive volume, punch and clarity make this a great standalone 
solution for rehearsal spaces and studios. The asymmetrical speaker confi guration and compression driver give this 
combo a full, open sound.

CMD 121H UPDATED
1x12” + 1” compression driver and 
custom horn, 300W (500W with extension 
cabinet) 
Many consider this to be the best-sounding 
Markbass combo. The larger size gives this combo 
more bottom end than the Mini 121P, and the 
compression driver gives it a sweeter high end.

CMD 102P UPDATED
2x10” + piezo tweeter, 300W (500W with extension cabinet) 
Bassists aren’t used to being able to use combos on gigs, but this little powerhouse can handle most small to 
medium-sized venues with ease. The angled cabinet design allows the unit to be used as a fl oor monitor, making it 
extra easy to hear. For even more headroom, expand it with a 2x10 or a 1x15!

Minimark
2x6”, piezo tweeter, 150W (250W with 
extension cabinet)
This astounding little combo can actually be 
used on gigs, especially with the addition of 
an extension cabinet. Unlike the Mini CMD 
combos, the MM series includes an aux in, 
headphone out, and speaker on/off switch. 
Never has it been so easy to take public 
transport to a gig!

Micromark
1x6”, optional piezo “satellite” tweeter, 50W
Until now, “miniature” bass combos have not 
produced enough bottom end to really satisfy. But 
this little 50-watt wonder actually sounds like a 
bass amp; and even if you’re just practicing and 
not yet ready for the stage, it’s important to sound 
like a bass player! Fantastic for travel, practicing, 
teaching, acoustic rehearsals and recording. 
Cannot be used with an extension cabinet.

CMD 151P Jeff Berlin
1x15”, no tweeter, 300W (500W with 
extension cabinet) 
“Every time I’ve ever plugged into a Markbass amp, 
I have been knocked out. It is so regular, and so 
often, that I have come to accept that every time 
that I play through this amplifi er, I’m going to get a 
very exciting experience as a bass player.”

Jeff Berlin

Combo Head II NEW
New for 2009, the head included in all Markbass CMD and Mini CMD combos will be identical to the new Little 
Mark III head. That means it includes our new bi-band limiter, line out level control and pre/post EQ switch for 
the XLR line out. For specs, please see Little Mark III on page 7.

Classic Series CabinetsThe old standard was a worthy inspiration. But this new 
revolution in rock bass honors the tradition, then takes 
it a bold step forward. The new Classic Series of closed 
cabinets (no bass ports) features new-school 10” and 
15” B&C neodymium woofers, custom-designed for these 
cabs. The cloth grille and black speakers give a nod to 
the amps of old, but the tone reminds you that timeless 
doesn’t just mean old—it means past, present and 
future!
Traditional closed cabinets don’t include tweeters. But 
in our Classic Series models we’ve included high-quality 
1” compression drivers with custom horns, to enhance 
the quality of your high end, raising the top of the cab’s 
frequency response from 6 kHz to 20 kHz.
But if that’s not your sound, you can simply turn the tweeter 
off at the back of the cabinet! The choice is yours. Our 
Classic 152 cabinet, new for 2009, beefs up its bottom 
end with a specially designed rear bass port.
Cabinets don’t have to be heavy to sound heavy; and the 
only refrigerator you own should be at home keeping your 
beer cold! Your cabinet should be light enough for you to 
schlep yourself... So lighten your load, not your sound, 
and get timeless tone from a cabinet that has a longer life 
expectancy than you!
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Classic 300 R500

Power 300W (4Ω or 2Ω) / 175W (8Ω) 500W (4Ω) / 300W (8Ω)

Preamp Tube Tube

Power amp Tube Analog

Power supply Analog Digital

Tubes 2x ECC83 - 2x ECC99 - 6x KT88 1x ECC83

Weight 48.1lbs / 21,8kg 8.2lbs / 3,7kg

Width 19.8” / 50,2cm 14.5” / 36,8cm

Height 11.7” / 29,6cm 3.4” (2U) / 8,6cm

Depth 12.4” / 31,6cm 11.9” / 30,2cm

Both Classic Series heads include 4-band fi xed EQ, line out level control, balanced XLR output, ground lift, pre/post EQ 
switch, effects send and return, footswitch mute control, and two speakon + 1⁄4” combo speaker jacks.

8x10” 6x10” 4x10” 2x15”

Model Classic 108 Classic 106 Classic 104 Classic 152

Impedance 4 ohm / 2x 8 ohm 6Ω 8Ω 4Ω

Power handling (RMS) 1200W 900W 600W 800W

Crossover 3.5 kHz 3.5 kHz 3.5 kHz 3.5 kHz

Sensitivity (dB SPL) 103 101 100 103

Frequency Response
(tweeter on) 54 Hz to 20 kHz 51 Hz to 20 kHz 50 Hz to 20 kHz 50 Hz to 20 kHz

Frequency Response
(tweeter off) 54 Hz to 6 kHz 54 Hz to 6 kHz 54 Hz to 6 kHz 50 Hz to 5 kHz

Wheels Y Y - -

Handle bar Y Y - -

Weight 89.9lbs / 40,8kg 70.8lbs / 32,1kg 60.9lbs / 27,6kg 72.8lbs / 33kg

Width 23” / 58,5cm 23” / 58,5cm 23” / 58,5cm 23.4” / 59.4cm

Height 45.6” / 11,6cm 34.45” / 87,5cm 29.8” / 75,7cm 34.2” / 86,8cm

Depth 18.8” / 47,2cm 18.8” / 47,2cm 18.8” / 47,2cm 18.9” / 48cm

All Classic Series cabinets include a 1” compression driver with custom horn (with on/off switch) and two speakon + 1⁄4” 
combo speaker jacks.
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R 500 Tube preamp, solid state power amp
One key ingredient of killer rock bass tone is the perfect amount and quality of distortion that gives an 
edge to your sound. With the R 500, you get the same fundamental “true to the source” tone that has 
made Markbass amps so popular, but you also have the addition of natural tube grit, to add essential rock 
aggression to your sound. The R 500 is our most aggressive amp, so if you’re in a rock band, this may 
well be the amp for you! The gain controls the amount of tube drive, master controls your volume. Other 
than that, it’s a very simple amp—and it simply ROCKS!

Classic 108
8x10”

Classic 106
6x10”Classic 104

4x10”

Classic 152
2x15”

UPDATED
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Markbass Effect Pedals
Compressore NEW
COMPRESSORE is no mere stomp box… it’s a state-of-the-art compression 
tool. Although it’s easy and practical to use, it may just be the fi nest tube 
compressor pedal ever created!
It includes all the controls you would normally fi nd an outboard studio 
compressor: gain, threshold, ratio, attack and release. COMPRESSORE also 
doubles as an active DI box, and like all our pedals, features true bypass, 
which means that when the compressor is ‘off’, your signal goes directly from 
the input jack to the output jack without any degradation of audio quality.

Octaver Coming in 2009
(Product specs for models marked “coming in 2009” are subject to change.)
The Markbass OCTAVER allows you to add thickness to your sound by 
mixing in doubles of your playing pitched either one or two octaves down. 
The pedal features separate controls, switches and outputs for each octave. 
The low notes are focused and perfectly in tune, and the sound is super 
clean! The “dub” switch mutes your clean signal and just gives you the low 
octave. Like all our pedals, this unit features true bypass, which means that 
when the octaver is disengaged, your signal goes directly from the input jack 
to the output jack without any degradation of audio quality. 

Distorsore NEW
This exciting new distortion pedal gives you the warm tube crunch that you 
only get from tubes, while honouring the natural tone of your instrument. Gain 
controls your input level; Tube Drive controls the intensity of the distortion; 
and Mix lets you choose the balance between the clean and distorted 
signals. Since distorting bass frequencies can seriously muddy your low end, 
DISTORSORE features the Tube Tone (High Pass) fi lter that allows you 
to only distort your high end. This keeps your sound tight and focused, no 
matter how distorted you get. Also features an onboard active DI output and 
true bypass circuitry.

Super Pro Di Box NEW
Markbass has a keen understanding of the needs of recording and live sound 
engineers, and has worked long and hard to design a state-of-the-art passive 
direct box that fully addresses them. Designed for active basses, this passive 
DI is extremely quiet and clean, and has been optimized to give rich, linear 
sound at all frequencies, handling extreme transients without introducing any 
distortion or color to your sound. No matter what type of signal you use it for, 
this DI always sounds full and natural!

Super Booster NEW
For many Markbass amp users, the VLE and VPF fi lters are the only EQ 
knobs they turn! This pedal allows anyone to add these two magic fi lters 
to their sound. The VLE (Vintage Loudspeaker Emulator) fi lters out high 
frequencies to give you a mellower, less modern sound: especially useful 
for acoustic and older styles of music. The VPF (Variable Pre-shape Filter) 
boosts lows and highs, and cuts mids; this fi lter has very powerful uses for 
rock music and is also a favorite of many slap bass players. The SUPER 
BOOSTER also gives you a clean Boost, very handy for helping you stand 
out when taking a solo! Also features an onboard active DI output and true 
bypass circuitry.

Riverbero NEW
RIVERBERO’s digital signal processing gives you incredible control over the 
placement of your instrument’s sound in different “spaces”: natural, adjustable 
reverb that can be fi ne-tuned with pre-delay and decay control. The available 
stereo presets including spring, plate, and room reverbs, all identifi ed on 
the display and modifi able in real-time. But the USB connection allows you 
to modify the parameters on your computer using the supplied Markbass 
software, and then store your favourite settings in the pedal to have them at 
your disposal whenever you need them! Like all our pedals, this unit features 
true bypass circuitry.

Chorus Flanger NEW
The Markbass stereo CHORUS FLANGER pedal offers lush chorusing 
and psychedelic fl anging, modifi able in real time using the speed and width 
controls. The mix control allows you to carefully blend your dry and effected 
sounds. The easy-to-read display always identifi es what effect is being 
applied. The preset parameters can be modifi ed using the supplied Markbass 
software, and downloaded back to the pedal from your computer via the USB 
connection. Like all our pedals, this unit features true bypass circuitry.

Super Synth Coming in 2009
The SUPER SYNTH offers seriously cool sounds with no tracking delay! Set 
the sensitivity level to match how hard or soft you play, and the pedal tracks 
your playing quickly and accurately. The smooth and deep sounds include 
wavetable, analog, and FM-style synth bass sounds as well as delay effects, 
envelope fi lters and more. You can either use the synth output, or blend 
in your dry sound and use the mix output. The preset parameters can be 
modifi ed using the supplied Markbass software, and downloaded back to the 
pedal from your computer via the USB connection.

REAR

REAR RIGHTLEFT
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 1 What’s the smallest, most powerful bass amp in the world? The Mark Studio 1! 

This exciting software gives you three Markbass heads, six Markbass cabinets, six microphones and a tube compressor… 
and it’s small enough to fi t on a CD!
 
With this plugin, it’s totally simple to fi ne-tune the sound of a recorded bass track in any digital recording system (such as 
ProTools, Logic, Cubase, Nuendo, etc.), and to mix and match heads, cabinets and microphones until you’ve found the 
perfect sound. 

The amps featured are the all-tube Classic 300, the tube-preamp R 500, and the solid state (with tube compressor) TA 501. 
The cabinets modeled in the plugin are the Standard 151HR (rear-ported 1x15”), Standard 152HR (rear-ported 2x15”), 
Standard 104HR (rear-ported 4x10”), Standard 104HF (front-ported 4x10”), Standard 106HF (front-ported 6x10”) and 
Classic 108 (sealed 8x10”).

Not only a plugin, the Mark Studio 1 also comes with a standalone 
version. This allows you enjoy the “real” sound of Markbass 
amplifi ers and cabs with your computer and audio card connected to any PA, powered speakers 
or amplifi er! 

In addition to the 64 varied factory presets, 64 user presets allow you to create and save your 
own combinations of heads, cabinets, microphones, EQ, compression and room ambience. When 
you’ve found the sound you like, you can make it subtle or strong depending on your signal mix. 
The Mark Studio 1 allows you to shape your bass sound without limits!

The Mark Studio 1 is a convenient, high-quality alternative to recording with bass amps and 
cabinets, and allows you to access more exciting and realistic sounds than you generally get 
by simply recording “direct”. It’s not only useful to bassists, but also to producers, engineers, 
songwriters, and anyone who uses hard disk recording software to create music.

Both OSX and Windows versions are offered, in RTAS/AU/VST formats.

Check out the Markbass website at www.markbass.it for a FREE TRIAL DOWNLOAD and 
software updates!

THE MAKING OF THE STUDIO 1 PLUGIN
The Mark Studio 1 plugin was designed in collaboration with Overloud Technologies and product manager Paolo Costa, a Markbass artist and one 
of the top session bassists in Italy. 

The DSP modeling was created at Studio Logic in Milan, Italy, using actual Markbass amps and cabinets in order to faithfully capture their sonic 
properties. The sessions were supervised by sound engineer Renato Cantele and sound designer Max Costa, both experts in computer science and 
sound. In order to create the most accurate and realistic emulations possible, they created the sound models by using non-linear convolution instead 
of standard DSP techniques, in order to more accurately “clone” the sound. 

Six of the world’s most popular microphones were used, including dynamic, condenser and ribbon mics. These were carefully evaluated, both 
individually and in combinations, as were their positions relative to the speakers. This involved a lot of playing, listening and comparing: all in the cause 
of accurately capturing the true sound of Markbass amps and cabinets in a plugin.

THE MAKING OF THE STUDIO 1 PLUGIN
The Mark Studio 1 plugin was designed in collaboration with Overloud Technologies and product manager Paolo Costa, a Markbass artist and one 
of the top session bassists in Italy. 

The DSP modeling was created at Studio Logic in Milan, Italy, using actual Markbass amps and cabinets in order to faithfully capture their sonic 
properties. The sessions were supervised by sound engineer Renato Cantele and sound designer Max Costa, both experts in computer science and 
sound. In order to create the most accurate and realistic emulations possible, they created the sound models by using non-linear convolution instead 
of standard DSP techniques, in order to more accurately “clone” the sound. 

Six of the world’s most popular microphones were used, including dynamic, condenser and ribbon mics. These were carefully evaluated, both 
individually and in combinations, as were their positions relative to the speakers. This involved a lot of playing, listening and comparing: all in the cause 
of accurately capturing the true sound of Markbass amps and cabinets in a plugin.



AS 601
The AS 601 is equipped with a single 6” speaker and a dynamic compression driver. These small units are fearless! One 
listen to this 500W cabinet without a subwoofer demonstrates the 6” speaker’s surprising performance.

AS 602
The AS 602 includes two 6” neodymium speakers and a 1” compression driver. It boasts 500 watts and enough bottom end 
that it can be used effectively without a subwoofer—especially if you activate the “virtual sub” control for added low end 
response.

AS 101 NEW!
The AS 101 is a full-range powered cab with a wide frequency response that makes subwoofer 
support optional. An onboard class D power amp sends 450W RMS to the single 10” woofer, 
and a MOSFET power amp provides 200W to a Markaudio-designed hyperbolic horn and 1.4” 
driver. Total weight, 14.9 kg!

AS 121 NEW!
The big-sounding AS 121 is an active, full-range 1x12” loudspeaker cabinet. Its wide frequency 
response makes subwoofer support optional. Same horn and power as the AS 101; weighs only 
22.2 kg!

AS 102 NEW!
The AS 102 is an active full-range loudspeaker with two 10” woofers and hyperbolic horn. This 
unbelievably effi cient cabinet is perfect for a wide variety of applications, and adding a subwoofer 
gives you a fully professional sound system. The class D power amp supplies 800W RMS to the 
woofers and a 200W MOSFET power amp drives the horn.

AS 211S NEW!
The AS 211S is a single 21” subwoofer that boasts an incredible 2000W RMS of power. Combined with LA 602s, it 
completes a perfect line array system, providing incredible effi ciency to any live sound reinforcement application.
Although it’s the largest cabinet we produce, it weighs in at only 48 kg (105.8 lbs)!

LA 601 NEW!
The LA 601 is a true line array, offering 650 watts from an amazingly 
compact and lightweight 1x6” cabinet. The only thing small about the LA 
601 is its size! Due to the modular design of the Markaudio system, you 
can combine any number of LA 601s together.

LA 602 NEW!
The LA 602 is the larger of the two Markaudio line arrays, offering 1000 
watts of power from a compact, lightweight cabinet that includes two 6” 
neodymium woofers and a 1.4” hyperbolic horn. LA 602 systems are 
fl exible enough to suit any type of professional sound reinforcement 
application.

Quality Sound Solutions

AS 101S
Compact, single 10” subwoofer, perfect for fi lling out the low end of any 
smaller Markaudio system. 500W of power, only 29.7 lbs!

AS 121S
This mid-sized 12” subwoofer is a great support to any combination of AS 
series satellite cabinets including the AS 601 and AS 602. 800W, 40.5 lbs!

AS 151S
This 15” subwoofer adds full, powerful low-end to any Markaudio system. 
800W, 48.7 lbs!

PP 10B NEW!
Placed in line with any Markaudio system, the powerful PP 10B stereo EQ allows you to tune your 
system to the venue and eliminate any over-excited frequencies, and/or boost others that are swallowed 
by the room. Each channel of the PP 10B features fi ve bands of parametric EQ: two low, one mid and 
two high. Having two EQ controls on both the high and low ends gives you the option of using one as a 
shelf and the other to cut or boost a more specifi c frequency range. This incredible fl exibility will allow 
you to get the most from your Markaudio system in any venue!
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AH 250 NEW
The Markacoustic AH 250 is a compact and lightweight head for acoustic instruments. Connect it to your preferred 
cabinet/s, or use it as a preamp without a speaker—just take a line from the XLR out and set your master volume 
to zero. The analog amp is 150W @ 8 ohms or 250W @ 4 ohms, and offers two preamp channels (one ¼” jack 
and one XLR/1/4” combo jack with switchable 48V phantom power). Anti-feedback and phase reverse controls 
allow you to capture the true essence of your acoustic sound while enjoying serious headroom. 

AC 601UPDATED
Like all Markacoustic combos, the AC 
601 is now updated to include the new 
AH 250 head. The impressive volume 
and exceptionally clear and warm 
tone of this little 1x6” combo make it 
the ideal amp for acoustic instruments 
of all types—especially acoustic and 
classical guitar, mandolin, violin, cello 
and banjo.

AC 101UPDATED
Impressive musical clarity, tonal 
fl exibility and satisfying bottom end 
are the reasons why many acoustic 
musicians choose the AC 101. 
The full-range sound reproduction 
of the AC 101’s single 10” woofer 
and 1” compression driver make 
it appropriate for a wide range of 
acoustic instruments including double 
bass, acoustic bass, cello, accordion, 
and more.

AC 121 NEW
The AC 121 BASS offers exceptional 
sound reproduction, no matter what 
type of bass pickup or transducer 
you have. It includes all the great 
features of the AH 250 head, plus 
a single custom neodymium B&C 
12” woofer. The internal head is 
top-loaded, giving you easy access 
in upright position. Considering the 
true sound and incredible portability 
of this new amp, we’re quite sure it 
will soon become a new standard for 
double bass!

Hiram Head – HB 250S NEW
Marco De Virgiliis worked with the late, great Hiram Bullock for several 
years to design a lightweight 250W solid state stereo guitar amp head. 
Hiram toured with Markguitar prototypes for many years, constantly raving 
about their performance. Sadly, Hiram passed away in 2008, but we wanted 
to honour his memory by seeing through his plans for this signature amp. 
We hope that other guitarists will help keep Hiram’s legacy alive, and put 
some fi re and spirit into their playing with this very special head!
The Hiram Head features two identical channels, each with 3-band EQ, and 
separate speaker and XLR outputs! This fl exible design allows you to run 
stereo, split your signal to have a clean channel and an effect or distortion 
channel, or split your signal into two different-sounding cabinets.
The week before he passed, Hiram sent this text to Marco: “I used the amp 
in the studio last night, and live onstage in Azerbaijian the night before that 
(through terrible speakers). I have to say that in 35 years of playing guitar 
this is the BEST amp I’ve ever had. It’s amazing! Mille grazie, Marco!”

Guitar Cab 122
With any great amp, including the Markguitar 
Super Jazz Head and the Hiram Head, 
you need a great cab to do them justice. 
The Guitar Cab 122 sounds glorious 
matched with either Markguitar head, or 
with whatever guitar head you use. The two 
custom 12” speakers are built to the highest 
quality standards, to deliver incredibly crisp, 
responsive tone for any genre from jazz to 
rock.

Super Jazz        
          Combo 122
For those who prefer a combo to a head and 
cabinet, the Super Jazz Combo 122 is the 
perfect choice. It features the Super Jazz 
Head built into a rugged, top-quality open-back 
cabinet, with two 12” custom-designed guitar 
speakers. Light and easy to transport, it will 
soon be joined in our product line by a single 
12” version.

Super Jazz Head
Although there are guitar amps that are often 
used for jazz, many guitarists have found them 
to be lacking in several respects. We identifi ed 
these points and put them into an amp: great 
sound at low and high volumes; wide dynamic 
range, fast solid-state attack and the warmth 
of a tube amp; light weight and portability (2.9 
kg / 6.4 lbs!); a wide range of tones (traditional, 
darker tones using the Vintage Loudspeaker 
Emulator; or more modern, brighter tones 
using the Variable Pre-shape Filter); warm, 
natural onboard effects (two choruses and four 
reverbs); and an XLR out. With these practical 
features, the Super Jazz Head is positioned to 
become a new standard for jazz guitar!

              NEW
AC 101 CAB
This single 1x10” cab is the perfect 
extension for the AC 101, or a great 
match for the AH 250 head.

NEW

NEW

NEW

AS 101, AS 121, AS 102, AS 211S and LA Series models all come with software that
allows you to tune the cabinets to any venue, with both 21-band graphic and parametric EQ, modifi able limiter and crossover settings, and more! 
Connect your cabinet to your computer, tweak as necessary, and save your settings for later recall. This groundbreaking technology insures that your 
Markaudio system will sound great no matter where you put it!

Tune your cabinets with your Laptop PC!
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Markbass Worldwide 
Markbass products are now sold in 44 countries worldwide and counting! Our international 
network of distributors is committed to helping you get the products you want and offer 
you the highest level of service and support. For listings of Markbass distributors, 
Yellow Point Dealers and backline providers, please visit our online directories at 
www.markbass.it.

Connecting with
Markbass 
Visit our website at www.markbass.it for regular news, reviews,
photo galleries, video clips and more. While you’re there,
add yourself to our email list to get all the latest news sent to you!
Please also add us on MySpace at www.myspace.com/markbassamps.
And search for our group on Facebook!
If you have any questions or comments, please email info@markbass.it.

Amp Bag (Large, Small, F Series)
If you use your amp around town, a heavy rack case takes away 
the advantage of a light amp. Markbass Amp Bags allow you to 
carry your amp anywhere. There’s a pocket for cables, tuner, 
charts, etc., and vents so that you can leave the amp inside 
while you play. Velcro pads stick to the top of the cab, so if your 
cabinet is angled, the head won’t slide off! This rugged nylon bag 
is designed as a backpack for easy transport. Large size fits all 
of our standard rack-sized heads. Small fits all Little Mark heads 
and the LMK, and our F Series bag fits the F1 and the F 500.

Bass Keeper
Any busy bassist knows that the less trips to and from the 
car you have to make, the better. If you can carry all your 
gear in one trip, you’re the envy of the whole band! Bulky 
things like stands are an inconvenience. But this ingenious 
little Bass Keeper travels inside your Amp Bag pocket, or 
the back pocket of your gig bag, and then holds your bass 
securely to the side of your cabinet whenever you’re not 
playing. No bassist should be without one of these handy 
accessories!

Mark Stand
When playing on a small stage and standing close to your 
rig, it can be diffi cult to hear yourself. Often you’ll feel the 
lows, but the directional high frequencies will be aimed at 
your legs. Elevating your combo or cab off the fl oor usually 
compromises too much low end—so the best solution is to 
leave the rig on the fl oor, and angle it upwards. This way 
you keep your bottom end, but also hear more of the pitch 
and attack of your playing! The handy Mark Stand creates a 
sturdy triangle wedge for just this purpose. At the end of the 
gig, it folds fl at and slides into your gig bag!

Markbass Covers NEW
Due to popular demand, we are now producing soft covers 
for our cabinets and combos, to help you protect them from 
wear and tear and bad weather! Models are available for 
the Mini CMD 121P, CMD 102P and Minimark combos, 
the Traveler 102P, Standard 104HF/151HF and Standard 
104HR/151HR cabinets, and the Markacoustic 601 and 
Markacoustic 101 combos.

Markbass Apparel
Show your Markbass pride with our stylish new t-shirts and 
baseball caps. There’s the Basic T-shirt (M-L-XL-XXL), 
our Premium T-shirt (M-L-XL), and now even  T-shirts for 
kids (9-11, 12-14)! The baseball caps are available in both 
summer and winter styles, one size fi ts all.

Rack Ears (Standard, Little Mark, F Series)
Standard rack ears come included with SD 800, SD 1200, 
SA 450, TA 503, TA 501, TSA 500, R 500, Studio Pre and 
Studio Pre 500—but we’re now selling these ears separately 
in case yours got lost along the way! Little Mark ears fi t all 
Little Mark heads and the LMK. F Series ears fi t the F1 and 
F 500. All rack ears come in a kit with mounting screws.

Tweeter Box
Our tiny Micromark combo sounds great on its own—but 
plugging in this optional satellite piezo tweeter enhances its 
high-end frequency response. Plug it into the back of the combo 
and attach it to the combo’s side with the help of the tweeter’s 
Velcro underpad. With the combo on the fl oor (for maximum bass 
response) you can angle the tweeter upwards to hear the more 
directional high frequencies!

Footswitches (Dual, Single)
The double footswitch allows you to bypass your EQ/fi lters 
and mute-to-tune, for use with the TA 503 and TA 501.
The same footswitch, used with the LMK, gives you an 
on/off switch for each channel; with the Studio Pre and 
Studio Pre 500, it bypasses the amp channel and turns the 
parametric EQ on and off. The Single footswitch is a mute 
for the Classic 300 and R 500.
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Markbass Video Contest: Win a MoMark !

AccessoriesAccessories

Own a Markbass rig? Play live? Wanna get your hands on a brand 
new MoMark amp with the power and features of your choice? Make 
a video of you and your band performing live with your Markbass rig 
to win! 
Here are the rules:

• Video must be of a live performance—in other words, in front of 
an audience. The bigger and more enthusiastic the audience, the 
better! 

• You must be the one performing bass in the video. 
• A Markbass rig must be visible on stage, and must include either 

a Markbass head and cabinet/s, or a Markbass combo. Rigs that 
include a non-Markbass cabinet or head will not be considered 
eligible. 

• You will be judged on the quality of the musical performance, the 
quality and sound of the video, the energy of the audience, the 
visibility of the rig, and the popularity of the video. 

• The video must be at least 3 minutes long. 
• You must include the words “Markbass Contest” in your video tags 
• Markbass endorsers, staff, distributors and retailers (or their 

employees) are not eligible to win. Anyone else is eligible. 
• Contest begins April 1, 2009. The deadline for submissions is 

October 1, 2009.
How to enter:

• Upload your video to YouTube: www.youtube.com. 
• Remember to tag the video with “Markbass Contest”
• You’re welcome to enter as many videos as you wish!

How the winner will be chosen:
• On October 2, 2009, we will check the top 10 search results for 

“Markbass Contest”, in both view count and viewer rating 
• Out of those top “fi nalists”, the winner will be selected in a vote by 

Markbass staff and top artists!  
The winner will be announced on October 3, 2009. The winner will be 
notifi ed by email to his or her YouTube account, to make sure the video 
is in fact theirs. The winner will reply with their address and choice of 
MoMark frame and modules, and on October 31, 2009, we will send 
them the amp—it’s that simple!
We will feature a photo of the winner and their prize, as well as a link 
to the video, on our websites and in our next magazine. Play well and 
good luck!


